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FROM THE PRESIDENT
They say if you want something
done to give it to a busy person.
If that is true we certainly had the
right committee this year. Between
personal health, health of loved ones,
holidays and our day jobs, organising
a baseball competition was not the
only thing going on. Yet here we
are at the end of another successful
baseball season.
A SWBL season runs for five months
from April to August. Thus, surely
the gig of the president must only be
a 6-month commitment, right? Nup.
That was the first lesson I learnt.
Our efforts kicked off with Fairday,
our primary recruitment opportunity.
That we all know. What we are not as
familiar with is we should book our
stall in December. But even before
that you really should properly close
out the previous season, including
minutes of the AGM, handovers
from committees and finalising
financial reports. Then you should
be working closely with each team

to understand their intent, goals and
needs for the following year. All of
these were valuable lessons that I
am sure will make 2019 both better
for you and easier for me.
As a committee we have ticked a
lot of boxes and created a list, so
we have a heap more boxes to work
on. This year we replaced the Van
– we now have a nice new reliable
shiny red van. We have commenced
a multi-year program to upgrade
all of our equipment, starting with
bases with special thanks to Brazen
Spices, helmets and catchers gear.
We amended some rules, that
hopefully make our competition
better, and continued to strengthen
our relationship with ACON and the
Golden Barley Hotel.
Socially we had another fun year
highlighted by the pool comp and
the main event. A special thank
you to Claire, Hayley, Loretta and
their helpers for bringing the events
together no matter what challenges

were put in front of them. Keep an
eye out for a SWBL Bingay event
before next season, as we look at
ways to stay in touch.
It was sad to say goodbye to the
Rebels at the start of this season, but
fantastic to see the nucleus of the
team joining and strengthening the
Devils. The competition was as tight
as I can remember with all teams
being more competitive. Whilst
the experience of the Stealers and
Shammies saw them into the Grand
Final again, throughout the season
we saw a glimpse of the future
with the Angels, Saints, Sliders
and Devils all winning against more
fancied opposition. Congratulations
to the Shamrock Players for taking
the chocolates, and to the Stealers
for an amazing grand final fightback,
that had us all on the edge of our
seats and for winning the onion cup.
As players, I love the way teams
have showed up this year, with good
spirit and great enthusiasm. I have
seen many players show significant
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FROM THE PRESIDENT
improvement, with many players
putting their bodies on the line. Of all
the spills and thrills, Olivia from the
Devils and Claudine from the Saints
have to share first prize. Though a
word of advice – “keep your eye on
the ball” does not replace “Use your
glove” as a key principle of fielding.
I would also like to recognise the
massive contribution that all of the
team Coaches and Coordinators
put in to ensure you all enjoy your
Sundays on the diamond. Thank
you to Nikki, Nat, Janet, Narelle,
Mel G, Hayley, Loretta, Brooksy,
Marsie, Randi & Rochelle. You have
all been so positive and fantastic to
work with. I look forward to working

with you to improve SWBL for both
current and future players.
Thank you to everyone I have had
the opportunity to speak to this
year, for sharing your thoughts on
how to make our league better. The
committee will spend the next few
months reaching out to members for
feedback in working on a strategic
plan and developing a trans-gender
policy.
No one said the life of a president
is supposed to be easy…except for
the previous president who sold
me on the gig. It is a job that you
can’t do on your own. Thank you
to Nat, Mel, Rob, Stacy and all of

the general members that worked
hard to keep the competition
running smoothly. Thanks to Beni
for keeping everyone informed via
entertaining newsletters - you have
set the standard high, and it will
miss you next season. Thank you
also to my wife, Cathlin, for all her
patience, support and help as the
“extra” general member, without
which, I am not sure I would have
made it through.

Cheryl Bernhard
President
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FROM THE SECRETARY

We commenced with the handovers
from the outgoing Secretary in
November, 2017 and then held our
first meeting in January, where we
laid out a plan from the items we
needed to get organised for 2018.
Fair Day was one of the first events
on the calendar, so we lodged
application and got planning to
decorate that stall etc. Setup was
done by Rob Pink, Rob McFarland
and myself … then we handed over
to the people manning the stall.
All of which meant we were quite
successful with Sydney Women’s
Baseball League being nominated –
then winning the 2018 SGLMG Best
Sports Stall Award for Fair Day!!!
From here preparations went into
our Open Day, and the pre-season
items were finalised, completed
and held. A BIG thank you to the
Social
Committee
Coordinator
Claire Gorman and the SC Officers
Emma Daniell & Lucy O’Connor
for organising the Meet & Greet @
Golden Barley Hotel.
A special mention has to go out
to Claire Gorman for securing the
Golden Barley sponsorship for the
2018 Season – Thank you not only
for this but everything you have
managed to accomplish this year!
It’s been sensational with the meat
raffles, social events.
The Development Round kicked

off with great gusto and returning
SWBLer’s
everywhere,
taking
newbies and sharing their knowledge
of baseball. This was a day that I will
never forget and thank you everyone.
The regular season no sooner
commenced
when
the
Pool
Competition
was
upon
us,
fortunately again we have some
amazing people and I wish to thank
the social committee but especially
Loretta Cosgrove who organised
things I did not even know needed
organising like Umpires and booking
the tables to name two things…
Thanks Loretta!
Congratulations to Annie & Kath on
wining the Pool Comp, there was an
abundance of prizes and a fabulous
night had by all.
Over recent years many within our
SWBL Community have raised the
need for a Transgender policy, which
is now called the Gender Diversity
Policy. This year the Committee
appointed
Annemarie
Manning
and myself to prepare a policy of
inclusiveness for people who identify
as women. After much consolation
with people who has transitioned,
some training and the policy is on
schedule to be presented at the
2019 AGM for the members to vote
on.
Annemarie and I would like to thank
the Flying Bats, ACON and the
Human Rights Commission for all
their support and help in getting this
policy to this point.
Team Sydney have also been quiet
active in promoting their affiliated
organisations like SWBL to the
greater community and this year
they held a Sports Expo at the
BERESFORD…. Rob Pink and I spent
that Sunday afternoon promoting our

league to those who were looking
for something to do on a Sunday…
Thank you Rob & Tristen for your
support at this event.
Robyn Pink was also tireless
throughout the year, with her work in
the background as she hit the ground
running with having to obtain the new
van for starters, she undertook an
equipment audit – making up a wish
list of replacement items, prioritising
what was to be purchased, cleaning
up the lock up (and again at the end
of the season), negotiating with a
newly formed Inner West Council
so our competition didn’t have to
change grounds, multiple meetings
outside of this with the Inner West
Council for policy development and
Club Spot which is a service that
IWC supplied to their local sporting
organisations for good governance.
PLUS the numerous meetings
with other organisation who share
Mahoney Reserve so to put forward
a comprehensive plan for grants
relating to the proposed future
development of the reserve, so that
it includes baseball for us. So thank
you for your energy, determination
and desire to improve our league
across multiple areas Robyn.
The financial year clicked over, with
Hayley and myself preparing our
application for sponsorship from
ACON. We fortunately won an
ACON Sponsorship, which means
SWBL and ACON have had a decade
long relationship.
This financial year SWBLers we will
need to ensure that we make it to
ACON events like Bingay, and to
ensure we are seen, we are looking
at organising SWBL T-shirts – so
please email info@swbl.org if you
interested in getting them (costing
$20 per shirt) but most importantly,
if anyone is interested in improving
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FROM THE SECRETARY

their health or volunteering they
can contact ACON https://www.
aconhealth.org.au/volunteer
In 2018 we held our ACON Lifers v
Rookies game, which was a great
day and we had Karen Price from
ACON attend and throw the First
Pitch to get this game underway Thanks Karen!
ACON will be seen around more
in 2019 with the Umpires shirts
and equipment being part of the
sponsorship
arrangement,
this
has been organised as it relates to
protecting our health which is what
ACON are here for. Please check
out their websites for any services
you may wish to utilise for keeping
yourself in good health.
A BIG THANK YOU to Michelle Link
who has relocated to the Southern
Highlands and is developing her
Brazen Spices as she has continued
to support SWBL in various ways
across the years and this year has
been not different with her assisting
us with obtaining the new bases
and pitching plates for the diamonds
and providing us with Adult Hot
Chocolate for the raffles back at the
Golden Barley Hotel. We not only
thank Michelle for her generosity
this year and for years gone by, but
wish her every success with taking
her Brazen Spices to the next level.
The last piece of funding which we

have been working towards was
obtained late in the season, with
benefits for both the individual
players and the League itself.
Elite Sports Aus has signed SWBL to
their VIP Members Program and we
as a league receive discounts base
on your purchases – so our members
who present the card with the VIP #
B2185 will also obtain 5% discount
off the full RRP when purchasing
their own equipment in store or
the website. So please ensure the
attached Players VIP Card is shown/
quoted at time of purchase in store.
(VIP Card can be shown on your
mobile device).
A special thank you to those on
the committee who have worked
tirelessly the past year but especially
those who collected result sheets,
and ensured that the many tasks
assigned to me during the period in

which we lost my sister-in-law were
undertaken without any delay to the
league or its members – I can’t say
thank you enough xx
We hope to see you again in 2019
and invite you to bring a friend
along… you never know they might
just like baseball and become part of
our SWBL family.
In closing, I wish to thank each and
every person in the league for a great
season, as without you enjoying
baseball as you do, we would not
have a league to organise, so thank
you to you… the person who is
reading this.
We look forward to seeing you again
soon xxx

Mellisa Tallon
Secretary
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FROM THE TREASURER
04 SEPTEMBER 2017 - 07 SEPTEMBER 2018
2017

Income

2018

$15,520

Registration Fees

$10,457

BBQ & Meat Raffle Takings

$6,300

Sponsorship
- Golden Barley $4,500
- Acon
$2,000 (2017/2018)

$1,512

Merchandise

-

$1,875

Social Events

$1,960

$2,565
$130
$65

Presentation Night

$2,245
$125.74

Equipment Sales

2017

Expenditure

-$1,960

Ground hire

-$1,531

Insurance

-$196

2018
-$4,442.56

Raffle
Equipment

-$120

$755
$37,888

BBQ purchases

-$1,149

-$1,737

$1,000

1

Other Revenue
Total Income

N/A

$6,500

Bank Interest

$38,423
-$2,949

$13,680
$11,622.40

-$2,309
-$4,088.20
-$1,653.80

Plate umpire fees

-$800

Merchandise

-

Website

-$205.58

-$1,379

Presentation night 2016

-

-$500

Presentation night 2017

-$8,359

-

Presentation night 2018

-$3,543

Social events

-$3,018

Garage rent

-$1,394

Vehicle expenses

-$3,400
-$6,163.17
-$3,000
-$18,437.81

2

-$39

Depreciation of assets

-$860

Printing and communications

-$998.64
-$1,285.05

-

Donations

-$250

-$125

Bank fees

-$130

-

External memberships

-$55

-

Donations

-$250

-$157

Miscellaneous

-$23,014

Total expenditure

$15,409

Net surplus/deficit

2017

-$52,427.81

Assets

-$14,540
2018

$37,722

Cash at Bank

$22,244

-

Fixed Assets

$15,999

-

Accrued Revenue

$37,722
2017

Total Assets
Liabilities

$38,243
2018

-

2018 Presentation Night

-$3,600

-

Ground Hire

-$2,204

-

Donation to a charity on behalf of Flying Bats

-

Total Liabilities

-$6,304

Net Assets

$31,939

$37,722

-$500

1. Profits raised at the Imperials ‘women in sports’ night
2. The van will be depreciated over 5 years, pro-rata for this season
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FROM THE TREASURER
After several years of building our
finances, 2018 has been a year of
spending. On close of the year, the
league’s net assets are $31,939,
including $22,244 cash at bank.
Following last year’s report of
$37,722 cash at bank, many
members may fairly question how
the money has been spent this
year. A few key points as follows:
Our major purchase of the year
has been the 2011 Hyundai
iLoad ($15,999 purchase price),
which is a much-needed step up
for reliability, convenience and,
importantly, safety. The van is now
our major fixed asset and will be
depreciated at a constant rate over
five years (pro-rata for this season).
Thanks to Rob Pink for finding the
van and doing the hard yards.
We knew that members wanted a
continued focus on social events,
and we’ve spent $4200 (net) on
social events during the year and
allocated around $5000 towards
the cost of the AGM/ Presentation
night. In doing so we can offer
members high quality events
at a reasonable cost, which we
all agree is an important way to
give back to the members and
ensure we all have plenty of fun.
A huge thanks to Claire Gorman
and Hayley Lockett for pulling the
social calendar together.

night, which wasn’t shown in
last year’s accounts. To avoid this
misalignment, going forward that
these costs are included as liabilities
in the financial report.
In terms of our income, despite
dropping a team this year, we were
able to maintain our membership
base at a reasonable level, although
income from membership was
down compared with last year. We
were able to maintain members fees
at the same price as last year and
saw only slight increase in insurance
costs and grounds fees.
Our wonderful sponsors continued
to support us with very generous
donations of $4500 from the Golden
Barley Hotel and $2000 from ACON.
We are incredibly thankful for their
support. We also welcomed a new
association with the Imperial Hotel,
who allowed us to raise funds as part
of a ‘women in sport’ night. Thanks
to Loretta Cosgrove for organising
this night, and we look forward to
further events in the future.

The BBQ and the weekly raffles
continue to be a great fundraiser,
raising a profit of $4870. Thanks
again to members and friends who
support these initiatives every week,
and we can all be assured the profit
is being reinvested in the league.
Lastly, I’d like to recognise our
invaluable human capital – the
volunteer members who maintain,
collect and pack up the equipment,
drive the van, do the shopping, staff
the BBQ, tally the scores, umpire,
promote the league, resolve disputes
and enquiries, attend Committee
meetings, run the social events, and
our coaches & coordinators, scorers,
and supporters. The energy, passion
and integrity of all our members is
immeasurable, and ensures our
league is successful and financially
sound after 23 years. Importantly,
a special thanks to Cheryl for her
calmness, generosity and level-head
in keeping this boat afloat.
Stacy Warren
Treasurer

We also identified the need for new
or upgraded equipment, spending
$4088 on new equipment for our
members, including new helmets,
catchers gear and bases. Thanks
to Mellisa Tallon and Rob Pink for
all your efforts and expertise.
We carried over a liability of $8359
from the 2017 AGM & presentation

Netball is an Olympic recognised sport, a status attained in 1995 after a twenty-year period of lobbying. It
has never been played at the Summer Olympics, but with recognition a formal requirement for inclusion
is met
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SOCIAL REPORT
4th year in a row she got us knocked
out in the first round. I’ll be formally
looking for a new partner in the
coming months.

I know I said in my report last year,
that if I knew how hard this was I
wouldn’t be a social coordinator,
but I lied. It seems I signed up once
again for another year of torture.
Jokes, I had people helping me
this year, so the torture was shared
around.
We kicked off our year with our
annual Meet and Greet at the The
Golden Barley. I would really like
to give a round of applause to the
SWBLers and non-SWBLers that
showed up. We had a small turnout
this year but given that the league
had gone from 7 to 6 teams it still
was a good effort.
Next up we had the annual POOL
COMP. Everyone came to play and
the turn out was solid. The final
match was between Annie & Kath
from the Stealers and a mix team
of Anna from the Stealers and
Annemarie from the Shammies. I
nicknamed them the double AA’s.
It seems however they weren’t the
energising kind because they didn’t
have enough stamina to beat Annie
& Kath! There names will forever be
etch in history and also on the pool
comp trophy.
A huge thank you to Loretta
Cosgrove for running it. Also a shout
out to my pool partner of 4 years,
Dani Bowman. Once again, for the

Now, here is the big one. The Main
Event party gives us all a chance
to unwind and let loose. Certainly
it seems some more than others.
Sliders, I’m talking about you! First
off, a huge thank you to Emma and
Lucy from the Devils for picking the
theme and the main event songs.
Gratitude to Nat, Beni, Dani, Kristie
and Cheryl who helped set up for
the party. Huge amount of gratitude
to Dani Bowman and her partner
Kristie for helping me unpack the
van at 1am because I didn’t want
to do it myself. Although with how
drunk they were, it was literally like

me doing it all by myself. We held it
again at Miss Peaches in Newtown
and I somehow managed to get
Nathan Clearly and a few of his
mates kicked out of the venue for
eating our catering.
The theme was SWBL Olympics and
everyone that came certainly made
an effort! We had Sydney Olympic
Volunteers outfits from 2000, still
well-persevered. We had waterpolo
players,
boxers,
synchronised
swimmers and lastly a whole
equestrian team! Best dressed
went to Vanessa Braddon for her
Weightlifter outfit, well deserved.
She even rocked it on the diamond
the next day.
The Main Event videos certainly had
people laughing. We had the Sliders
playing beer pong in slow motion to
We Are The Champions and they
went for the Ol’ free the nipple at
the end of the video hoping it would
push them over the line. Stealers
had Chariots of Fire and threw in a
Tonya Harding reference. Angels
had Ricky Martin’s World Cup theme
song, and went for a soccer theme
video. Seems like they won’t be
scoring any goals for a while. Devils
rocked it out to Eye of the Tiger at
the gym and certainly showed us
how fit they are. However, there can
only be one winner! You guess it
ladies and gentleman, the Shammies
- they seem to have a knack for
winning things. They won with the
song HALL OF FAME and a theme
of synchronised swimming without
the water! Thank you to our judges
Jackie, Tracey and Tully.
That wraps up another year of social
events. Thank you to everyone that
made an effort this year, it’s been
a little slow but I know things are
looking up for next year!
Claire Gorman
Social Coordinator
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THE ANGELS
On the Diamond
It was the Angels’ best season yet!
The Angels started the season with
the return of all 2017’s players and
some even returning from previous
seasons. With a starting roster of
19 players, we made it all the way
to the finals with only a few injuries
and farewells. Unfortunately, in the
early rounds we lost Laura (Canada)
to new job opportunities and a
move to Adelaide; Tania required
surgery on her ankle after spraining
it in a baseball-unrelated incident
after Development Round; and
Nikki coordinated mostly from the
sidelines in the latter-half of the
season. A few players had some
niggles throughout the year; with
Jenenne battling her ankles and
elbows (and shoulders and wrists),
Candice fighting off shin splints all
season; and Mel Tallon, Amy and
Emily having a few health hiccups
along the way. We had 16 players in
the line-up in the finals and while we
didn’t quite make it through to the
grand final, we had one of our most
improved seasons.

Highlights Reel
We had a successful year with
improvements in both our offense
and defense. We even had a couple
of no-error games, which we
celebrated in abundance back at
the Barley. We had huge hits again
this year with Jess, Jodie, Claire,
Jenenne, Beni, Kristy and Liz hitting
pretty big, and pretty consistently.
We saw awesome pitching efforts
from Jenenne and Liz, backed up
throughout the season by Claire and
Cheryl. Dani got glasses, and all of a
sudden, she could see the ball, which
helped with both her batting and
fielding (who would have thought). It
helped her improve, a lot! *Hint hint
Off the Diamond
Mel (Texas) won the Mother’s Day
bake off this year with her superscrumptious red velvet whoppie
pies. Joh backed up her win from
last year coming in third place with
her amazing Wonder Woman cake.
The Angels showed up in Wonder
Woman attire for Mother’s Day this
year to raise money and support

one of Nat’s friends undergoing
chemotherapy. The Angels had
fun, as always, putting together the
video for the SWBL Main Event. This
year’s soccer themed performance
was only beaten out by some of the
amazing outfits we wore on the night
- including vintage 2000s Olympic
volunteers uniforms, some cricket
whites, and water polo bonnets.
Back at the Barley, the Angels
(mostly Cheryl and Cathlin) enjoyed
another successful season of meat
raffle winnage and Candice won the
big Members Draw.
Thanks
Some huge thanks go out to Nikki for
keeping us coordinated and knowing
what’s what throughout the season;
to Cheryl and Cathlin for their tireless
work keeping us organised during
the games; and to our amazing
families and friends for supporting
us. The Angel Family is strong!
Watch out for the Angels in 2019 we are coming for the Herpes Cup!
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THE DEVILS
This year the Devils and Rebels
combined talents to form a team
that would clearly be a force to be
reckoned with in the battle for the
wooden spoon.
The new combined “Double-Play
Devils” continued our core principles
of enthusiasm, inclusion, fair play,
love of the game, oh and baby
making (congratulations to KG and
Stacey, along with Bernie and Caro)
to bring home the coveted utensil.
As we entered the mid-season
Queen’s birthday break, the Devils
scored our first win of the season
against the Angels, and the team were
beaming with pride. Throughout the
Season, we supported and cheered
the developing pitching talents
of Vanessa, Emma, and Maeve –
adding some much-needed relief to
our go-to pitcher, Marika.
After the break, we celebrated the
triumphs of the ‘dueling Sams’ when

Sam M moved into lead-off batting
position and announced her arrival
with a crack out to centre field and
Sam W. hitting the sausage-winning
home run in the semi-finals against
the Sliders.
Our go-to infield of Shae, Rozenn,
Charlotte, Jules, and Elise, were
supported by our dynamic and
uninjured outfielders of Katherine,
Shan, JoJo, Kaylene (get your grunt
on), and Lucy, while Floss, Narelle
and Olivia (‘ouch’) spent some
unwanted time out of the game with
injuries.
And speaking of the game against
the Sliders…what a memorable final
we had indeed! If you bothered to
scroll down the newsletter, you will
have noticed that the ‘bottom of the
ladder’ points were tied between
the Devils and Sliders, with the
Sliders claiming the #5 slot with
‘for-and-against’. The battle for the
wood game came down to the wire

and ended (fittingly) with a tie as
after Randi was tagged out trying to
steal home and the win. Never has a
cooking implement been so sought
after.
The Devils would like to thank our
faithful and vocal supporters; Mums,
Dads, partners, husbands and wives,
gfs and bfs and bffs and pooches
(and a special mention for Aileen
and Walter…the latest addition to
the male cheer-squad), the volunteer
umpires, and the hard-working
committee for all of your positivity
and support this year. That glow you
see coming from the Devils’ table
tonight may not be from the metal
around our necks, but the mettle
from within…the best win anyone
could hope for.
Until next season, when it will be
Devils with a bullet, signing off,
happy and exhausted, Narelle and
Janet
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THE SAINTS
With the departure of a lot of long
term Saints, it was time to open the
doors to welcome some new blood
into the fold… and how lucky we
were with the rookies that joined us.
Our new recruits Claudine, Margie,
Nic, Nicky and Sabine brought some
great enthusiasm and energy to the
team.. Thanks chicks (you can stay!).
We also saw the return of some of our
long serving Saints – Kylie, Lauren,
Hetty, Stacey, Brenda and Mel G,
along with two of our returning 2017
rookies, no longer holding the rookie
badge, Sharon and Louise. Another
of the Saints longest members Mel
M also joined us this year, but due to
injury could only take charge of the
pencil and eraser, and took control of
the score book (cheers Mel).
2018 saw both new and returning
players alike develop and learn
new skills. Some awesome team
batting and fielding greatly improved
throughout the season, resulting in
some really close and competitive
games.
Lauren, our amazing first-string
pitcher had a cracker of a season
on the mound. Hetty who wears
her heart on her sleeve gave her
everything in each and every game.

Stacey continued her commando
roles and sneaky base running,
whilst also taking on the closer role
on the mound. Kylie, taking charge
of 1st base also had another great
year with the bat. Margie, reliable
anywhere on the field and in the
batting line-up. Brenda another allrounder, stepped up to the plate and
took charge of the pitching when
Loz was out with a broken back.
Our new recruits Nic and Nicky had
an awesome season taking care of
the outfield and by end of season
finally found their stride with the bat
(developing every game.. Bring on
2019 for you two). Claudine started
the season with huge enthusiasm,
but copped a ball in the nose ending
her season prematurely. Sharon
had an awesome season with both
the bat and on the field. Too many
cracker hits to count, and double
plays… too cool Shaz! Rookie
Sabine, shone at 3rd base with her
bullet arm, had a crack at pitching,
and finally by the end of season
worked out how to swing the bat
and produced a highlights real 3rd
base line drive (so proud). And me,
Mel G, did my dues behind the dish
whilst trying to keep the team in
order as coach and coordinator.

Sure it wasn’t our plan to get knocked
out in the semi-final, the Saints had
a slow start, some weeks finding
it difficult to even field a full team,
however we came in strong in the
end finishing in 4th place.
Congratulations to all SWBL teams,
for your own team achievements
and milestones. Thanks for providing
some great competition for us. As
you know the Saints love a good
competitive game of Baseball . My
mantra for the season “you haven’t
played hard enough until you get
dirty”.
Thanks to all our family supporters
for cheering us on this season
(especially Nic and Nicky’s families),
it was nice to have some regular
faces turning up each and every
week.
All round it was a fun and eventful
season for the Saints with some
highs and lows. We look forward to
hitting the diamond and competing
next season. Watch out Shammies
we want our name on that Trophy
again… bring on 2019.
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THE SHAMROCK PLAYERS
It was a big year in loads of ways for so
many of our dear ShamWows, both
on and off the diamond. Likewise
for many of you in The League. So
a huge shout-out to everyone who
came along each Sunday with your
game face on, ready for action, even
while the world was kinda topsy
turvy back at home. Thank you.
Now to the game of baseball, give
or take
We’re so grateful for the minor
premiership and Herpes Cup –
which we hope to drink out of at
some stage this evening. It was
a rip roaring game in our 8th GF
appearance, played hard with no
less than the formidable Stealers.
With so many players out during
the season, we’d be remiss without
mentioning the teamwork. It was a

delight to see the Shammies banding
together and helping a sister/brother/
friend out as needed – like that time
we had no Collie, no Jacqui, no Jane,
no Hayley, no Gabs, no Vanessa, and
our Jude and our Janna pitched,
and ShamWow Annette slayed that
catching position having never done
so, ever. And then there was the
main event SHOW. So. Much. Fun.
So. Many. WOWs.

Laura (and Karlie and Emmie) – what
a you-beaut baseball family you are,
we love you

Star line-up
Ally (and Meg, Ryan and Alana) –
we miss you beyond words already,
thank you for everything (the
coaching, the pitching, the playing
when injured and the rest!)

Collie – even though she’s at the half
century, the old girl’s still got it (solid
GF performance, love)

Vanessa – hey you to the Noo, you
got yourself a wicked throw from
3rd to 1st, girlfriend

Stacy – we call her safe hands
Wazza, always alert, never alarmed
out there on 1st

Jude – ah Judy Jude, smashing
it the out of the park this season
(and taking a few screamers in the
outfield)
Davina – a gentle soul with a heart of
gold and killer catching skillz

Janna – what about all the sausages?
and that GF catch? and Moon?
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THE SHAMROCK PLAYERS
Jacqui – co-coach and catcher and
a runner of quite some note, we all
wish we had those buns (sorry, not
sorry)
Hayley – a game is not a game
without our Hayley’s grunt & roar,
thanks for getting us sorted

Loretta – cracking co-coach (when
available) and the best sourcer and
sorter of baseball finery

Lisa – appearing in the newsletter for
the first time has been the highlight
of Lisa’s baseball career

Rob – there’s something about that
teeth guard, it just gets her all fired
up!

In closing, dear reader
The committee does a bloody hard
job. They do this and their day jobs
and they lead their own, busy lives.
We see you! * All the teams of The
League, well played, great fun. * Our
supporters have been the BEST as
per usual and we love you. * Thanks
to the scorers. * Also the umpires,
especially the newbies. * And The
League in general.

Gabby – it’s like you’ve always been
here, you rockstar rookie, you!

Lara – ok only a smidge and a
smudge of play, but made up for it
with all the new puppy love

Annette – they don’t get any more
can-do than this lady (definitely a
player to watch)

Mary – rocks up; delivers a few
sneaky smashes into outfield;
always awesome

Jane – Jay-nuh, is there anything this
one can’t do? pitching, x2 casual GF
catches (in a row) etc etc!

Jade – Jay-duh, mighty fast
shortstop-play from you this year
(when not partying your behind off
o/s)

Over and out until 2019.
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THE SLIDERS
Hi, we’re the Sliders and we’ve
managed to drag ourselves to the
end of the season despite the
broken bones, angry muscles, bum
shoulders, bruises and otherwise
uncooperative bodies. The injuries
that seemed to haunt us this season
were unable to slow us down.
Probably because the Sliders were
gifted with six rookies and, like
vampires, we found a way to thrive
by relying on their new-to-baseball
blood. Please come back?
In all seriousness, the 2018 season
looked like it would be a year for
rebuilding and growing the team
as we incorporated the rookies and
two transfers into the mix. With the
help of the Angels, who hosted us
for a few practices, the whole team
worked hard to get better at the
basics. After three winless seasons,
the Sliders have now put together
back-to-back seasons with a few
wins!
Between games and practices the
Sliders worked well as a team. We set
fire to “Game Plan: Randi” and won
games as a team. Congratulations

to Chloe, Rochelle, and Jenny who
made their own bed of sausages this
year. Rochelle, managed to forget
about hers, but she’s still a sausage
queen.
Our new game plan was a success!
We won some games, we tied some
games, and we thought we were
going to win some that we lost.
We had fun, we screwed up, we got
lucky, and we got a lot better. We
played some baseball, made a pretty
damn good video entry, trained for a
few weeks, and then replaced those
training sessions with team trivia at
the pub.
We played well together. We ran the
bases well – a testament to base
runners and base coaches alike.
When Alice and Rochelle found
themselves on the injured reserve
list, they led the Sliders with excellent
base coaching to help us pull ahead
in some very close games.
Chloe solidified herself as the
Sliders’ top pitcher this season with
some extra nasty movement on her

pitches. She had her best SWBL
season yet – what a champ!
Princess stayed tough through a
lot of beatings behind the plate and
showed off with some clutch plays
at first base in the playoffs.
Annaliese, a second-year Slider,
had an amazing season. Moving
from second base to shortstop, she
helped solidify our infield with her
great fielding and leadership. She
also emerged as our best hobby
horse dressage rider and one of the
calmest batters under pressure!
Chris also joined the ranks of cool,
calm, and collected this year with
some awesome defensive plays,
putting it all on display in our playoff
game!
Holly stepped it up this year. Last year
she made her name by frequently
reaching first base on a dropped third
strike, but this year she smashed the
ball and even cranked a triple off of
the Stealers.
Tee and Brownie both get a special
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THE SLIDERS

mention for their base running this
season. Not once did they try to
share a base with the runner ahead
of them! Their smart base running
helped us eke out a few wins and
Tee even demonstrated one way to
dive head-first into a bag.
Eva and Mel were the perfect
transfers! Combined, they played
almost every position on the field. It
was this flexibility that helped us play
well despite the constant jumbling of
players in a battle against numbers
and injuries. Mel even brought it
home with a timely hit against the
Devils in the playoffs!
Knowing that this is Alice’s (probable)
last season, it’s with great sadness
that we have to say goodbye. But
please keep coming back to the
games? Will you base coach? We
need you!
To our rookies – thanks for jumping
right into the weird little bunch that
is the Sliders.
Viv, hopefully your body recovers
from all of those bruises! Thanks for

continuing to step into the batters
box despite the constant barrage of
balls being thrown at your organs.
Georgia, we all know your holiday
was really a five-week baseball
training camp. Thanks for holding
down the outfield!
Clare, with a hell of an arm, didn’t
skip a beat in jumping from roller
derby into baseball. I think you might
see some time behind the plate next
year as catcher!
Jacinta had a fantastic first season
and even saw some time on the
mound. Can’t wait to see what you
do next year!
Behind the plate, Emily emerged
as our cat-like rookie with a serious
bat – snagging and blocking balls at
the plate. Newly moved to Canberra,
we’re already trying to convince her
to come back.

who kept us laughing and always
gave it a solid go.
A special thanks to Lyn, who once
again kept us all in line and kept the
score each week. She’s definitely
our best cheerleader and the loudest
on the team. Thanks, Lyn, for all you
do.
I’m so proud to have been part of
this team and how we played each
weekend, win or lose. The playoff
against the Devils was hard fought
and every single person played their
best game of the season that day.
Coming together, playing hard, and
immediately having a laugh after that
tie, was a true test of the Sliders as
a team.
Here’s to coming back next year
with the same ferocity and genuine
team comradery to have even more
fun. Charlotte and Emily, just move
back to Sydney already, okay?

Charlotte, too, has already fled
Sydney, leaving another hole in the
Sliders 2019 line-up. She was our
video editor and player extraordinaire
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THE STEALERS
2018 was a great one for the
Stealers, a year filled with fun
times, supporting each other and
the league. Thanks to all the players
from other teams who filled in for
us during the year due to player
absences, of which there were
plenty. Our semi-final performance
was a highlight with lots of the key
things coming together for a great
win. We executed our never give
up mantra in the grand final and we
almost pulled off an epic comeback
but it wasn’t to be. What a game by
both teams, such a nail bitter. Thanks
to the committee for a great season.
We had most of our 2017 team
return plus some killer newbies were
added to our gang. Jess joined and
is now our resident vibe and energy
master *insert mockingbird symbol
here*. She also used her mad editing
skills for the main event video which
was pure gold. Mandy is now an
official team member (coach Barry
still makes the odd appearance), she
took the lead on making the team
video and still continues to makes
us laugh regularly – generally we
laugh with her *wink*. We have also
discovered that she has a talent for

sculling beer – watch out Mags!
Honey boo boo goes from strength
to strength and is living her dream
being a key member of a sports
team, we’re pretty sure she’s the
boss. Honey was on the committee
this year and has put her hand up to
nominate again for 2019, you make
us proud!
Anna & Shari showed us their
versatility this year and took to the
(non) mound on pitching duty. We
know they’ll be back next for more
fun times. Betty is an all-round
superstar who can field anywhere
and shine. Annie you make the
best dog baseball couture hands
down!!! Roz and Mags ditched us
for a European vacation for half the
season – seriously where is their
commitment? Kel was in a boot for
most of the season although that
didn’t stop her from coaching or
playing in the grand final.
Cath Saunders we love you, stepping
up to the plate (pun intended) to
cover a few duties when we were in
a pickle is what our community is all
about. Thanks for base coaching all

season too. You rock and are a rock!
Speaking of rocks Helen’s game
improved out of sight this season.
She found herself in some incredibly
high-pressure plays, and executed
them like a pro!
D’Arcy you are unexpectedly
awesome! Enough said. Don’t forget
to pick up your player of the match
sausages.
We salute Mars and her new thumb
after a reconstruction. Marsys
coaching, coordinating and energy
helps to bring this bunch of fabulous
misfits together. Her pitching in the
Semi was blo*ody awesome.
Stealers you’re all stars on and off
the diamond.
Big support crew shout out to: John,
Cathy, Rog, Nic, Wafaa, Yassin, Jack,
Jarvis, Kate James, Spencer, Sydney,
Cass & Billie + all the fabulous
animals and ex-Stealers who come
and cheer us on.
Bring on Stealers trip with the whole
extended Stealers family!
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MEET AND GREET
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MAIN EVENT: SWBL-OLYMPICS
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MAIN EVENT: SWBL-OLYMPICS
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GRAND FINAL
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